We present the colors and activity of ultracool (M7-L8) dwarfs from the Tenth Data Release of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS). We combine previous samples of SDSS M and L dwarfs with new data obtained from the Baryon Oscillation Sky Survey (BOSS) to produce the BOSS Ultracool Dwarf (BUD) sample of 11820 M7-L8 dwarfs. By combining SDSS data with photometry from the Two Micron All Sky Survey and the Wide-Field Infrared Sky Explorer mission, we present ultracool dwarf colors from i − z to W 2 − W 3 as a function of spectral type, and extend the SDSS-2MASS-WISE color locus to include ultracool dwarfs. The i − z, i − J, and z − J colors provide the best indication of spectral type for M7-L3 dwarfs. We also examine ultracool dwarf chromospheric activity through the presence and strength of Hα emission. The fraction of active dwarfs rises through the M spectral sequence until it reaches ∼90% at spectral type L0. The fraction of active dwarfs then declines to 50% at spectral type L5; no Hα emission is observed in the late-L dwarfs in the BUD sample. The fraction of active L0-L5 dwarfs is much higher than previously observed. The strength of activity declines with spectral type from M7 through L3, after which the data do not show a clear trend. Using one-dimensional chromosphere models, we explore the range of filling factors and chromospheric temperature structures that are consistent with Hα observations of M0-L7 dwarfs. M dwarf chromospheres have a similar, smoothly varying range of temperature and surface coverage while L dwarf chromospheres are cooler and have smaller filling factors.
INTRODUCTION
Ultracool (late-M and L) dwarfs include both the bottom of the hydrogen burning main sequence and the warmest brown dwarfs (Chabrier et al. 2000; Burrows et al. 2001) . Spectral types M7-L8 are subject to a variety of changes with decreasing effective temperature: dust clouds make an increasingly important contribution to the atmospheric chemistry (Tsuji et al. 1996; Helling et al. 2008) , diagnostics of magnetic activity indicate changes in the interactions between the magnetic field and ultracool atmosphere (Mohanty et al. 2002; Hallinan et al. 2008 ) and the contribution of stars to each spectral type bin decreases as brown dwarfs become the dominant ultracool population. Many of these processes have been investigated with small samples of peculiar or nearby objects, but data from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS; York et al. 2000) have provided a windfall of information that can be used to understand the bulk properties of ultracool dwarfs, including their colors and magnetic activity.
A well-defined color locus for ultracool dwarfs is essential to the selection and classification of these objects. Color-spectral type relations can also be used to provide an initial spectral type/effective temperature estimate, prioritizing targets for spectroscopic observations (e.g., Zhang et al. 2009; Castro & Gizis 2012) . Deviations from established color relations are often indicators of gravity (Schmidt et al. 2010b) or metallicity (Bochanski et al. 2013) . While the combination of colors from SDSS and the Two Micron All-Sky Survey (2MASS; Skrutskie et al. 2006 ) provides a broad color space to examine late-M and L dwarfs, the recent data release from the Wide-Field Infrared Sky Explorer (WISE; Wright et al. 2010 ) expands the available color space in which to study ultracool dwarfs. Initial efforts to examine WISE colors have focused on earlier-type main sequence stars (Davenport et al. 2014; Theissen & West 2014) or cooler brown dwarfs , so the BUD sample fills an important gap in WISE color sequences.
The spectroscopic component of SDSS also provides a unique opportunity to examine the magnetic activity of a large sample of ultracool dwarfs. Chromospheric activity, which is ubiquitous in mid-to late-M dwarfs, is often classified based on the presence and strength of Hα emission (e.g., Hawley et al. 1996; Liebert et al. 2003; West et al. 2004 ). The strength of Hα, frequently parameterized as the ratio of the luminosity in the Hα line to the bolometric luminosity (log(L Hα /L bol ); e.g., Hawley et al. 1996) , has an average value that is relatively constant for early-M dwarfs, albeit with a large dispersion, then shows a steady decline through early-L spectral types (Gizis et al. 2000; Schmidt et al. 2007; .
The fraction of cool and ultracool dwarfs showing detectable Hα emission increases from M0 through late-M spectral types and appears to decline at later types Gizis et al. 2000; West et al. 2004 ). However, the decline at late-M spectral types has recently been attributed to the difficulty of detecting relatively weak Hα emission in these faint objects (e.g., Schmidt et al. 2007; , indicating that the fraction of active dwarfs could increase through early-L spectral types.
Strong radio emission from late-M and early-L dwarfs indicates that ultracool dwarfs are still capable of generating and sustaining strong magnetic fields (Stelzer et al. 2006; Berger et al. 2010) . A surface magnetic field is a necessary but not sufficient condition for chromospheric activity; the chromosphere must also be heated by the interaction of charged particles with the magnetic field. The decline in the strength of Hα emission with later spectral type may be the result of increasingly cool photospheres having high magnetic resistivity due to low ionization fractions (e.g., Mohanty et al. 2002) . We use onedimensional chromosphere models combined with Hα data for thousands of M and L dwarfs to investigate the physical characteristics of the average ultracool dwarf chromosphere. Understanding magnetic activity on these objects is essential for selecting targets in next generation doppler surveys for planetary companions (Reiners et al. 2010; Quirrenbach et al. 2012) .
The SDSS spectroscopic database, as of the Seventh Data Release (DR7; Abazajian et al. 2009 ), contained 70,481 M dwarfs (West et al. 2011, hereafter W11) and 484 L dwarfs (Schmidt et al. 2010b , hereafter S10). As part of SDSS-III (Eisenstein et al. 2011) , the Baryon Oscillation Sky Survey (BOSS; Dawson et al. 2013) continued to use the SDSS 2.5-m telescope (Gunn et al. 2006 ) with a similar fiber-fed spectrograph (Smee et al. 2013) for additional optical spectroscopy. We were awarded a BOSS ancillary program to target candidate ultracool dwarfs and increase the number of M7 and later dwarfs with optical spectra from SDSS. Over the course of the survey, BOSS obtained spectra of ∼10,000 ultracool dwarf candidates. In this paper, we introduce the initial BOSS Ultracool Dwarfs (BUD) sample, which includes data from the first two years of BOSS, corresponding to the Tenth Data Release (DR10; Ahn et al. 2014) in addition to late-M (W11) and L (S10) dwarfs from the SDSS DR7.
The initial target selection and analysis of the present BUD sample is outlined in Section 2. In Section 3, we describe the SDSS, 2MASS, and WISE photometry, and in Section 4 we examine the ultracool dwarf color locus and the correlation of colors and spectral type. We discuss the presence and strength of Hα emission in Section 5 using the BUD data supplemented by previously reported Hα detections and upper limits. Section 6 outlines our implementation of the NLTE radiative transfer code, RH (Uitenbroek 2001) , that was used to produce a grid of model atmospheres for ultracool dwarfs. In Section 7, we compare the ranges of chromospheric temperature structures and filling factors to the data and discuss the results. Finally, in Section 8 we provide a summary and an outline of future BUD papers.
SAMPLE SELECTION AND SPECTRA
The BUD sample combines data from three different components of SDSS: M7-M9 dwarfs from the DR7 M dwarf sample described by W11, L dwarfs from the DR7 L dwarf sample discussed by S10, and late-M and L dwarfs selected from the BOSS component of DR10. This section describes the selection of these three components.
Late-M Dwarfs From DR7
The largest component of our sample is a subset of the W11 M dwarf sample selected from DR7. The initial selection criteria used both color (r − i > 0.42 and i − z > 0.24) and signal-to-noise ratio (S/N >3 per 1.9Å pixel at ∼8300Å). Over 100,000 spectra met the color and S/N criteria and were visually assigned spectral types, resulting in 70,841 M dwarfs. From the W11 sample, we select M7-M9 dwarfs that were not flagged as binary systems containing both a white dwarf and an M dwarf (WD-dM pairs), resulting in 9614 late-M dwarfs. We adopt spectral types directly from W11, but re-measure Hα equivalent widths (EW) as described in Section 5.1. We do not use the photometry from the W11 catalog. Instead, we re-query the SDSS and 2MASS catalogs to ensure the entire BUD sample photometry contained uniform flag and uncertainty cuts (described in Section 3).
L Dwarfs From DR7
Our sample also includes the 484 L dwarfs selected by S10 from SDSS DR7, using a single color cut of i−z > 1.4 and requiring sufficient S/N to assign a type by eye (no specific S/N cut was made; spectra that were too noisy to match to a spectral template were rejected). Again, we adopt the spectral types from S10 and remeasure the Hα EWs. We also measure a S/N at ∼8300Å to identify a subsample of 128 dwarfs that satisfy the S/N>3 per pixel criterion for the DR7 M dwarfs. Again, we do not adopt the photometry directly from the S10 sample; instead we re-query the DR10 catalog for updated photometry (see Section 3).
Late-M and L dwarfs from BOSS
While some M and L dwarfs from DR7 were specifically targeted, most of the M and L dwarfs from DR7 were observed primarily because their colors were similar to those of red galaxies and distant quasars. During BOSS observations, we supplemented those serendipitous targets with an ancillary program specifically designed to identify ultracool dwarfs. As described in Section 2.3.2, we selected the DR10 component of the final BUD sample from BOSS data without any reference to their targeting (i.e., point sources targeted by the main survey were treated the same as those targeted by our BUD program). The BUD ancillary program did affect which point sources were targeted (and so ultimately affected our sample) and is described in more detail below.
Color Selection of the BOSS Ancillary Targets
Our BOSS ancillary program contains 10,000 spectra, assigned with different surface densities in two regions of i − z > 1.14 > 1.44 i < 21 < 20.5 i − J > 3.7 > 3.7 z − J 1.9 < z − J < 4 1.9 < z − J < 4 the sky. In Stripe82, a 220 deg 2 region of the sky around the south Galactic pole (Stoughton et al. 2002) , our average targeting density was ∼6 deg −2 . In the remainder of the legacy footprint (∼7430 deg 2 towards the northern Galactic pole), our targeting density was ∼1 deg −2 . The primary goal of our target selection was to obtain a spectrum for every L dwarf candidate in the SDSS footprint.
We began the target selection with a list of all SDSS point sources with good quality i and z photometry and i − z > 1. In the S10 sample, 97.5% of the L dwarfs had matches with good quality 2MASS photometry, so the next step in our target selection was to cross-match the list of objects with 2MASS sources using a matching radius of 5 ′′ . Additional color cuts in i − J and z − J, listed in Table 1 , excluded objects that fell far from the late-M and L dwarf color locus (Schmidt et al. 2010b; West et al. 2011 ). The remaining cuts in i − z and i magnitudes were selected based on the targeting density. The limiting magnitude in the Stripe82 region (i < 21) was selected based on the estimate of S/N∼5 per pixel (assuming the ∼68 km s −1 pixels of SDSS spectra) for i = 21 (Eisenstein et al. 2011 ). Because we were awarded a lower density of targets in the main (legacy) region, we used a slightly brighter limiting magnitude (i < 20.5; resulting in a smaller number of possible targets). These magnitude limits should include early-L (L0-L2) dwarfs out to a distance of ∼100pc, and late-L dwarfs (L5-L8) to ∼15pc (S10).
The i − z color cut for the main SDSS footprint (i − z > 1.44) was selected to include all L dwarfs; it is located four standard deviations bluer than the L0 dwarf median color at i − z = 1.85 (S10). A bluer limit (i − z > 1.14) was placed on the Stripe82 targets, in part to test the color criteria for the main survey, and in part to include a significant number of M8 and M9 dwarfs. At the completion of DR10, just over half (5007) of the total 10,000 targets were observed; 984 of those were repeat observations of late-M and L dwarfs from DR7 to obtain spectra with increased S/N and wavelength coverage. A summary of the selection criteria for the BOSS component of the sample is given in Table 1 .
Selecting Ultracool Dwarfs From BOSS Spectra
The ultracool dwarfs selected from DR10 were intended to expand the already existing DR7 samples of late-M and L dwarfs (discussed in Sections 2.1 and 2.2). We combined the color criteria to select both late-M and L dwarfs. Candidate DR10 ultracool dwarfs either met the criteria for M dwarfs (r − i > 0.42 and i − z > 0.24) or L dwarfs (which may not have good r-band photometry; i − z > 1.4). These color criteria resulted in a total of 27,967 candidates in all DR10 BOSS plates, each possessing a fully reduced a calibrated spectrum processed using the BOSS pipeline (Bolton et al. 2012 ). -Hess diagrams (apparent i magnitude as a function of i − z color) for the DR7 M7-M9 and L dwarf samples (from W11 and S10; left) and the component of the BUD sample selected from DR10 (right). In the DR7 sample, we differentiate between M and L dwarfs, while in the DR10 sample, we distinguish dwarfs targeted specifically for the sample (black dots; as described in Section 2.3.1) from those observed due to other target selections (red dots). The blue limit of the DR7 sample reflects the spectral type cut at M7, while the excluded color and magnitude regions represent the criteria applied to select low and high redshift quasars (Richards et al. 2002) . The artifacts at i − z = 1.14 and i − z = 1.44 in the DR10 sample (right) are due to the color cuts applied to the Stripe82 and the main sample, respectively (see Section 2.3.1 and Table 1 ).
We visually spectral typed each object using the Hammer spectral typing software Covey et al. 2007) . Of the initial list, 23,377 were identified as M or L dwarfs (the rejected 4,590 objects include spectra too noisy to assign spectral types, A-K stars, and extragalactic sources). The sample of M7 and later dwarfs in DR10 comprises 3089 spectra. No objects were excluded when a color cut was applied to find WD-dM binaries (Smolčić et al. 2004 ). For the M7-M9 dwarfs, we included only spectra with S/N>3 per pixel at ∼8000Å, excluding 392 dwarfs for a total of 2516 M7-M9 dwarfs. We included all 181 L dwarfs, 47 of which were flagged as having S/N< 3. In our final sample, 2239 (89%) late-M and 111 (61%) L dwarfs were originally targeted as part of our ancillary program.
Hess diagrams of the DR7 and DR10 components of the BUD sample are presented in Figure 1 . Each of the diagrams shows artifacts from the color and magnitude cuts applied to select targets for spectroscopic observation. The DR7 late-M dwarfs (1.0 < i − z < 1.44) show a strong magnitude limit at i < 19, while redder objects (1.44 < i − z < 2.0) were limited to z < 19. Those limits were the result of criteria applied to select low and high redshift quasars (Richards et al. 2002) rather than cuts for ultracool dwarfs. The color distribution of the DR10 sample is strongly affected by the cuts described in Section 2.3.1. DR10 includes far fewer late-M dwarfs than DR7; those at i − z < 1.44 are primarily from our Stripe82 targets. For the objects targeted as L dwarfs, the color (i − z > 1.44) and magnitude (i < 20.5) limits can be seen clearly. Of the 2967 dwarfs included in the BUD sample, 347 were targeted as part of the main BOSS survey (selection detailed in Dawson et al. 2013 ).
BUD DATA FROM SDSS, 2MASS, AND WISE
The BUD sample consists of spectroscopic data of late-M and L dwarfs from S10, W11, and the new DR10 BOSS observations discussed in Section 2. Some overlap exists between the samples as BOSS re-observed some targets with the goal of obtaining higher quality spectra. For each target with multiple observations, we choose the -Number of dwarfs in the BUD sample as a function of spectral type. The entire spectroscopic sample is shown (black solid line) in addition to the number of dwarfs with good photometry (as defined by the flag and uncertainty cuts described in Section 3) in each of the SDSS, 2MASS, and WISE bands (detailed in legend). The left panel shows the i-, z-, J-, and H-bands while the right panel shows the K S -, W 1-, W 2-and W 3-bands; the bands are separated only for clarity. There are only five ultracool dwarfs with good W 4 photometry, so they are not included in the figure. spectrum with the highest S/N; our final sample include 8753 M7-M9 dwarfs from W11, 370 L dwarfs from S10, 2516 M7-M9 dwarfs from DR10, and 181 L dwarfs from DR10. The spectral type distribution of the 11820 ultracool dwarfs in the BUD sample is shown in Figure 2 . The number of objects steadily declines because both the intrinsic luminosities and the space densities of L dwarfs decline with later spectral type (e.g., Cruz et al. 2007 ). The BUD sample has 28 dwarfs with spectral types L4-L8, compared to 523 L0-L3 dwarfs and 11,269 M7-M9 dwarfs.
SDSS Photometry
While the S10 and W11 samples already include DR7 SDSS photometry (in the ugriz filters; Fukugita et al. 1996), we retrieved photometry for the entire BUD sample from the DR10 database. Compared to DR7, DR10 includes an additional 5200 deg 2 of SDSS imaging and a complete reprocessing of the original imaging (initially included in DR8; Aihara et al. 2011 ) in addition to improved astrometry (first included in DR9; Ahn et al. 2012) . Because our objects are primarily faint, the SDSS magnitudes for the BUD sample were calculated on the asinh system (Lupton et al. 1999 ). We obtained photometry based on an object ID match in the DR10 database; each spectroscopic observation is linked to a unique photometric object. Of the 11820 dwarfs in the DR10 BUD sample, 56 do not have matches in the DR10 photometry. We include photometry from DR7 for those dwarfs. Table 2 lists the flags that we used to select good SDSS photometry. Based on the description of the "CLEAN" flag for DR10 photometry 9 , we exclude objects that are saturated (SATURATED flag), blended with other objects but lacking deblended photometry (NODEBLEND), too near the border of a field to be properly reduced (EDGE), have poorly selected peaks (PEAKCENTER, NOTCHECKED, DEBLEND NOPEAK) or interpolation errors (PSF FLUX INTERP, BAD COUNTS ERROR, or INTERP CENTER). Based on these flag cuts, a total of 723 dwarfs have inaccurate photometry in either the i-or the z-band.
In addition to selecting a clean photometric sample based on flags, we also required low uncertainties in each band of photometry that was included in the calculation of median colors and the color locus. We selected uncertainty cuts for each band by examining the error distribution. Each distribution was first fit by a Gaussian, then the uncertainty cut was selected as the mean of the Gaussian plus two times the dispersion, which falls near 0.03 for both i and z. The uncertainty cuts are given in Table 3 and the spectral type distributions of objects meeting both the flag and uncertainty criteria in each band are shown in Figure 2 .
The photometry is not corrected for extinction due to the proximity of the BOSS ultracool dwarfs to the Sun; the median distance of the BUD sample is ∼100 pc. The extinction corrections typically used by SDSS are calculated for extragalactic objects and so include all Galactic dust (Schlegel et al. 1998) . While the scale height of the dust disk has been measured at 120-150 pc (Kalberla & Kerp 2009) , data from local M dwarfs (Jones et al. 2011) suggest that the Sun is located in a bubble with a radius of 150 pc and a dust density of 40% of normal extinction values. Based on the complex local structure of dust, the extinction of the BUD sample varies significantly with both distance and position. Thus, applying the full SDSS extinction corrections to the entire sample would artificially de-redden the majority of the BUD objects. While the SDSS matching is based on the catalog IDs, the matching to 2MASS and WISE is based on a coordinate cross-match. To investigate the contamination of the coordinate cross-match, we selected a random subsample of the BUD sample and queried for all primary objects within 5 ′′ . Of the ∼ 1500 objects queried, 4.3% had two matches within 5 ′′ , and 0.1% had three matches. Within those 4.4%, the majority of the nearby objects were both bluer and fainter, and therefore less likely to be above the detection limits of 2MASS and WISE than the ultracool dwarf. Only 1% were either brighter or redder. The contamination rate is likely reduced by the review of objects with multiple matches in 2MASS and WISE (as described below) so the overall confusion rate among the three surveys should be less than1%.
2MASS Photometry
We obtained photometry from 2MASS based on matching to the closest source within 5 ′′ of the SDSS coordinates, which returned 11,199 matches. Twelve of these matches were duplicates (two matches within 5 ′′ ). We inspected the image for each of the duplicates and found that in each case the closer source was the better match and rejected the duplicates. The 633 dwarfs that did not match 2MASS sources are significantly fainter than the sources which returned matches; the lack of matches is likely due to the sensitivity limit of 2MASS. Flag cuts are performed on each band individually (instead of rejecting all three bands if one was poor) to include the largest possible sample of good photometry. We require each band to have reliable photometry (ph qual = ABCD), contain no saturated pixels (rd flg = 2 ), be either unblended or be properly deblended (bl flg> 0), and be uncontaminated by artifacts (cc flg=0). Again, we selected uncertainty limits (given in Table 3 ) based on the mean and sigma of a Gaussian fit to the uncertainty distribution; for the JHK S bands, these values are close to 0.2. The number and spectral type distribution of sources with photometry that passed quality cuts in each band are shown in Figure 2. 3.3. WISE Photometry WISE photometry was obtained from the ALLWISE catalog based on a match to the closest source within 5 ′′ of the SDSS coordinates, returning a total of 11,689 matches, 17 of which were duplicates. We reviewed each duplicate match and found again that the closer match was always the better match. As a check on our procedure, we compared the 2MASS magnitudes associated with WISE to those from our 2MASS cross-match. All but seven sources (0.05% of the total) had identical magnitudes in both of our selected samples. We inspected images for those sources, finding that the WISE photometry for those sources was a blend of two objects resolved in SDSS and 2MASS, but unresolved in WISE due to the large point spread function of the WISE photometry (6 ′′ ; Wright et al. 2010) . We rejected the WISE data for the seven sources with blended photometry.
Flag cuts were performed on each band. We required each band to be marked as reliable photometry (ph qual=ABC), uncontaminated (cc flags = 0), not part of an extended source (ext flg<2), relatively uncontaminated by the moon (moon lev <5) and less than 20% saturated. The 329 dwarfs not found in the WISE catalog have no clear bias in color or magnitude, but a review of SDSS images shows that objects not found in WISE are likely to have an additional point source within ∼5-10 ′′ . These objects could contribute to blending effects in the WISE data. We selected our uncertainty limits in the W 1 and W 2 band by again fitting a Gaussian function to the error distribution (limits shown in Table 3 ). The W 3-and W 4-band uncertainty distributions peaked at values >0.2 mag, so we selected limits based on those of the H-, K-and W 1-bands.
After applying the magnitude and uncertainty cuts, the resulting numbers of ultracool dwarfs with good photometry in W 3 and W 4 are quite low (148 and 5 respectively) compared to the numbers of dwarfs with W 1 and W 2 photometry (∼9800). The lack of W 3 and W 4 photometry for the majority of the BUD sample is due primarily to the depth of the WISE survey in those bands (average 5σ sensitivity limits of W 3 < 11.5 and W 4 < 8.1 compared to W 3 < 16.8 and W 4 < 16.0)
10 . The spectral type distributions of dwarfs with good photometry in W 1, W 2, and W 3 are shown in Figure 2 .
Due to the orbital pattern of the WISE satellite, the number of exposures on each region of the sky varied from 1 to 3000. The point source catalog includes a variable flag in each band to alert users to any objects showing variability. Only one object in our catalog shows significant variability (var flg> 5 in W 1 and W 2) while passing our photometric quality cuts, an M9 dwarf (SDSS J155057.6+401255.2) first identified by W11. We do not exclude the WISE photometry for this object because the mean values for W 1 and W 2 were not peculiar.
COLORS
10 from the ALLWISE explanatory supplement http://wise2.ipac.caltech.edu/docs/release/allwise/expsup/sec2_3a.html Because the BUD sample was selected using an i − z color cut intended to include photometry outliers in those bands, the associated photometry is free from most biases. Below, we examine the SDSS/2MASS/WISE colors of the BUD sample, both with respect to spectral type and in terms of the ultracool dwarf color locus.
Correlation of Colors With Spectral Type
The correlation of color with spectral type is particularly useful when selecting objects from photometric surveys that warrant further investigation, and is essential in the identification of peculiar objects.
and W 2 − W 3 colors as a function of optical spectral type are given in Table 4 and shown in Figure 3 . Each median is calculated using only good photometry (as defined in Section 3). Medians are listed and shown for spectral type bins where there are at least three dwarfs with good photometry in both bands. The σ listed in Table 4 and shown in Figure 3 is the standard deviation, which reflects the intrinsic spread in colors rather than the uncertainty in the median value.
The SDSS/2MASS median colors show good agreement with the colors given in W11 and S10. The J − H and H − K S colors have larger dispersions than those of W11, perhaps due to the stricter limits on uncertainty applied in that study (<0.05 mag). The i−z, i−J, i−K S and z − J colors are a strong function of spectral type for M7-L1 dwarfs, each color tracing the same changing spectral slope from 7000Å to 12000Å. For L1 to L6 dwarfs, i − z remains constant, as both the i and z bands are affected by absorption from the dramatic broadening of the 7665/7699Å K I doublet. The i − J, i − K S and z −J colors are a weak function of spectral type for L1-L5 dwarfs, tracing the ratio of the K I doublet absorption to the flux at the J-band peak.
While the i − z, i − J, and z − J colors have relatively tight dispersions compared to the large color range, the J − H, J − K S , and H − K S colors have larger dispersions and smaller changes with respect to spectral type. For late-M and L dwarfs, these colors show much stronger correlations with age and cloud properties (e.g., Burgasser et al. 2008; Cruz et al. 2009; Faherty et al. 2009; Schmidt et al. 2010a ) than spectral type. As our sample was not selected based on 2MASS colors, these J − H and H − K S colors should follow the true median with respect to spectral type, rather than a redder sample selected to avoid earlier-type, bluer objects (similar to S10).
Generally, our 2MASS-WISE colors are consistent with those of Kirkpatrick et al. (2011) . The K S −W1 color shows a slight increase with spectral type from M7 to L3, and a more dramatic increase for later-L dwarfs. The pattern is similar to K S − W 2 as a function of spectral type, used by Kirkpatrick et al. (2011) to distinguish between L and T dwarfs. The W 1 − W 2 color increases slightly with spectral type over the M7-L6 range, with variations in the color likely due to the relatively small number of dwarfs with good WISE photometry in the mid-L dwarf spectral type bins. The W 2 − W 3 color is remarkable in the fraction of red outliers; six (4% of the 136 meeting quality cuts) of the dwarfs with good photometry have W 2 − W 3 > 1.5, well above 3σ from the mean for each spectral type. We exclude these six outliers with W 2 − W 3 > 1.5 from our calculated median colors; the outliers are discussed below. These corrected W 2 − W 3 colors also show a slight increase with spectral type from M7-L6.
Over the M7-L6 spectral range, there is no one set of colors that can be used to estimate spectral type. The M7-L0 dwarfs can be distinguished with the i − z, i − J, i−K S , and z−J colors, but the L1-L3 spectral types only show a weak correlation with the i − J through H − K S colors. The BUD color data for L4 and later types are sparse, but the i − z, i − J, and K S − W 1 colors are all relatively strong functions of late-L spectral type (S10, Kirkpatrick et al. 2011) . Given the changing relationships between color and spectral type, ultracool dwarfs can only be fully spectral typed either with photometry spanning much of the SDSS/2MASS/WISE bands or with spectroscopic data.
Six ultracool dwarfs with good WISE photometry were found to have W 2 − W 3 > 1.5, representing a deviation from the median W 2 − W 3 color of > 3σ. Inspection of the images for these six dwarfs reveals that four are likely to be blends in the WISE bands due to nearby objects resolved in SDSS and 2MASS but unresolved in WISE. Two remaining sources (M7 SDSS J053503.56−001511.7 and L0 SDSS J233358.42+005012.1) have no obvious contaminants so may have real infrared color excesses. Theissen & West (2014) provide a detailed examination of M dwarfs from W11 with WISE color excesses, but do not recover SDSS J053503.56−001511.7 because its SDSS photometry is contaminated by a diffraction spike (thus excluding it from the sample examined).
As discussed by Theissen & West (2014) , infrared color excesses on M dwarfs in the WISE bands are more likely the result of a debris disk surrounding the star (Carpenter et al. 2009 ) than an accretion disk. Another possibility is an unresolved faint ultracool (likely T dwarf) companion (e.g., the M8.5/T6 binary SRC 18450−6357 recovered in the debris disk search of Avenhaus et al. 2012) . If these sources do have disks, their detections in the WISE passbands (located at relatively short wavelengths for cool disks) indicate that they are likely to be warm disks (Heng & Malik 2013) .
SDSS-2MASS-WISE Ultracool Dwarf Locus
The SDSS-2MASS stellar locus, defined by Covey et al. (2007) using ugrizJHK S photometry, is important both for characterizing the colors of main sequence stars and for identifying peculiar or non-stellar objects due to their distances from the colors defined in the locus. Davenport et al. (2014) expanded the stellar locus defined in Covey et al. (2007) to cover the entire SDSS-2MASS-WISE color space. Because the stellar locus is defined in terms of g − i color, ultracool dwarfs (which are typically too faint to be detected in g) are not included in these studies. We use the BUD sample to define an ultracool dwarf locus for M7-L3 dwarfs using the i − J color.
We measure the ultracool dwarf locus from the BUD sample in steps of δ(i − J) = 0.1 for 2.8 < i − J < 4.6. In each color bin, we apply the uncertainty cuts described in Section 4.1 and calculate the median and standard deviation of that color. The results for seven adjacent colors (from i − z to W 2 − W 3) are given in Table 5 , including the standard deviation of the color (σ) and the number of objects in each bin. The ultracool dwarf locus is shown compared to the stellar locus in six of the seven colors (excluding H −K, which has a shape similar to the J − H color) in Figure 4 . For reference, rough spectral types (from F0 to L3) are also shown. Both the i − z and z − J colors increase rapidly as a function of i−J, with the i−z color showing a plateau at i − J > 4. This behavior is not surprising, as the colors measure similar portions of the spectra. The J − H color increases for 0.5 < i − J < 1.4 (F0 to M0) stars, then shows a dip through the late-M spectral types (2.8 < i−J < 3.8). This result indicates that J −H is not a good color for distinguishing late-M and early-L dwarfs from early-to mid-M stars. The K s − W 1 color also increases with i − J, with a slope that steepens at i − J ∼ 3.5 (M8 spectral type). The W 1 − W 2 color also increases for stars redder than i − J > 1.2, with a shallower slope for M dwarfs than for any other type of star. There are only a few ultracool dwarfs with W 2 − W 3 colors, but those are consistent with an increase from the M0-M6 dwarfs at W 2 − W 3 ∼ 0.2 to W 2 − W 3 ∼ 0.4 for late-M and early-L dwarfs.
Examining the ultracool dwarf color locus compared to the stellar locus for F to M dwarfs emphasizes the large spread in J − H, H − K S , and K S − W 1 colors; they span the full range of color space occupied by the bluer stars. Over most wavelengths, changing color is primarily a function of effective temperature, but for ultracool dwarfs the flux in the H and K S bands depends more strongly on the effects of clouds and surface gravity (e.g., Burgasser et al. 2008; Cruz et al. 2009 ). To select M7-L3 dwarfs from other stars, i − z, i − J, z − J, and W 1−W 2 are more useful than colors including the H and K S bands. For L5 and later dwarfs, 2MASS-WISE colors are better discriminants of spectral type (here K S −W1, but also J−W1 and K S −W2; Kirkpatrick et al. 2011) . Given the complex relationships between spectral type and color, it is important to have as many bands of photometry as possible to estimate photometric spectral types.
Hα DATA FOR M AND L DWARFS
To investigate the chromospheres of cool and ultracool dwarfs, we combine the Hα emission from our BUD sample with both the W11 DR7 M dwarf sample and previous spectroscopic observations of L dwarf activity from the literature. We describe our SDSS Hα measurements (Section 5.1) and the sources of the L dwarf Hα data (Section 5.2) below.
Hα Emission from SDSS Spectra
The Hα EWs for the BUD sample were measured using the similar methods as W11. When radial velocities were available, the spectra were first velocitycorrected to 0 km s −1 . The equivalent widths (EW) of Hα emission lines were measured using a range of 6557.61-6571.61Å for the line and 6530-6555Å and 6575-6600Å for the surrounding continuum. The EW uncertainties were calculated including both the flux errors and the standard deviation of the continuum ranges.
To classify the Hα emission in SDSS spectra, we required a minimum S/N per 1.5Å pixel in the continuum region used to calculate the EW. For the M7-M9 dwarfs we adopted the criterion of W11, requiring S/N> 3 to include each spectrum in out activity classification. For L dwarfs, review of the spectra indicated that a slightly higher threshold was necessary to select active and inactive dwarfs; we adopt S/N> 4 for the L dwarfs included in the activity classification. These cuts limit our BUD sample to 5699 M dwarfs and 26 L dwarfs.
Following W11, objects are classified as active if they have (a) a measured Hα EW greater than its uncertainty, (b) an Hα EW greater than the detection threshold of EW = 0.75Å, and (c) a peak height greater than three times the standard deviation (noise) of the continuum region. Weakly active dwarfs met criteria (a) and (c), but not the 0.75Å detection threshold; we classified "maybe" Table 4 and discussed in Section 4.1 active dwarfs as those meeting criteria (a) and (b) but only having a peak height greater than twice the standard deviation of the continuum region. Dwarfs were classified as inactive if they passed the S/N threshold but failed to fall into the active, weakly active, or maybe active categories. We excluded the maybe and weakly active categories from subsequent analysis.
The fraction of active dwarfs from the BUD and W11 DR7 M dwarf samples are shown in Figure 5 . The fractions for the M8 and M9 dwarfs are the same in the two studies, but the M7 fraction differs, possibly due to the slightly different regions used to measure S/N and line flux between this work and W11. The combined sample shown here indicates a rise in activity fraction from 2% at M0 to 88% at L0. While the rise from earlyto mid-M dwarfs has been repeatedly documented (e.g., Hawley et al. 1996; Gizis et al. 2000; West et al. 2004) , the peak at L0 and the persistence of a high activity fraction (> 50% through L3) is a new result. The detection of the peak at a later spectral type than previously thought is made possible by the combination of high S/N early-L spectra in the BUD sample with previous results. 2014) is shown (blue points) in addition to the density of BUD stars (greyscale pixels) and the mean and dispersion of the ultracool dwarf locus (red points). Offsets between the two datasets are primarily due to the small numbers in the reddest bins of the Davenport et al. color sample; the K S − W 1 color for those bins also suffers a slight bias towards redder objects due to the deeper photometric limit of W 1 compared to K S .
TABLE 5
The SDSS-2MASS-WISE Utracool Dwarf Locus Fractions computed from the W11 sample (red), from the BUD sample (black) and from the L dwarf activity sample (described in Section 5.2; blue) are shown with uncertainties based on a binomial distribution. For the spectral type bins with no detections, the arrows show upper limits also based on a binomial distribution. The total number of objects used to compute the fraction (active and inactive) are shown above or below the data in corresponding colors. The Mohanty et al. (2002) threshold is shown (vertical purple dotted line) between M9 and L0, corresponding to T eff = 2300 K (as discussed in Section 7.3).
The strength of activity is often quantified by the ratio of luminosity in the Hα line to bolometric luminosity, or L Hα /L bol (e.g., Hawley et al. 1996) . This ratio removes the dependence of the measured EW on the surrounding continuum allowing comparison of chromospheric emission across a range of spectral type and T eff . The L Hα /L bol values for M and L dwarfs are usually calculated by multiplying their Hα EW by the "χ" factor (e.g., Walkowicz et al. 2004; . The χ factor is calculated from the ratio of the continuum luminosity near Hα to the bolometric luminosity; it is typically based on a handful of stars where the bolometric luminosity can be reliably estimated, then fit as a function of color or spectral type.
The activity strength for the W11 DR7 M0-M6 dwarfs was calculated based on their measured EW and the χ-spectral type relation from , and for the M7-M9 dwarfs in the BUD sample using the relation from Schmidt et al. (2014) . Activity strength as a function of spectral type for the DR7 M dwarfs (M0-M6) and the BUD sample (M7-M9) is shown in Figure 6 . Median activity strength is constant from M0-M4 at log(L Hα /L bol ) = −3.8, then displays a steady decline through the rest of the M spectral sequence. The L dwarf data presented in Figure 6 are described in Section 5.2.
When considering the observed M dwarf activity fraction and activity strengths, it is important to consider two observational biases. The first bias is due to the limits on observing Hα emission in contrast with the photospheric emission. In Figure 6 , we show the EW Hα > 0.75Å limit compared to the median and range of activity strengths measured from the spectra. For early-M dwarfs, the median is close to the limit, suggesting a population of active dwarfs with activity strength below the detection limit (e.g., the "weakly active" M dwarfs discussed above). Higher resolution spectroscopy indicates that early-M dwarfs may indeed be active with lower EW (e.g., Walkowicz & Hawley 2009 ); some weakly active M dwarfs even possess Hα in absorption (e.g., Stauffer & Hartmann 1986 ). This effect on the activity fraction is mitigated by the exclusion of "weakly active" M dwarfs, but there may be additional weakly active M dwarfs that fall below the detection threshold at the SDSS resolution and sensitivity. These objects would be included in our sample as inactive M dwarfs.
The second bias is due to the changing stellar populations included in the SDSS M dwarf samples. The early-M dwarfs in the W11 DR7 sample are found, on average, much farther from the Galactic plane (and thus are representative of an older population) than the mid-to late-M dwarfs. When we consider M dwarfs only within 100 pc of the Galactic plane, the activity fraction shown in Figure 5 increases to 10% at type M0 and 50% at type M4, while the active fraction at later types remains unchanged . Preliminary examination of the BUD sample indicates similar age and activity effects for M8 and later dwarfs; the effect of the changing Galactic population on the activity fraction (and the interaction between age and activity for ultracool dwarfs) will be examined in subsequent papers on the BUD sample.
Hα emission in L dwarfs
Of the 551 L dwarfs in the BUD sample, 26 have sufficient S/N to classify them as either active or inactive (21 active, 3 inactive, and 2 maybe active). To supplement the sample of L dwarfs with activity classifications, we include Hα detections and non-detections for objects that have been published as part of discovery papers (e.g., Kirkpatrick et al. 1999 Kirkpatrick et al. , 2000 , activity surveys (e.g., Schmidt et al. 2007; , and serendipitous detections (e.g., Hall 2002; Liebert et al. 2003; Burgasser et al. 2011) . Data from these sources are listed in Table 6 (we refer to this sample as the "L dwarf activity sample"). The L dwarf activity sample includes data for active and inactive (upper limit of Hα EW> 0.75Å) BUD L dwarfs but excludes objects which did not meet the S/N> 3 criterion.
Of the 181 L dwarfs with reported Hα detections and upper limits, 38 were observed more than once. For those with multiple observations, we include all entries in Table 6, but only use one of the detections in the final L dwarf activity sample. Twelve L dwarfs are assigned upper limits from two sources; the smaller upper limit is used because it places a stronger constraint on the maximum possible emission. Eleven L dwarfs have both a detection and an upper limit from different sources and we use the detection in the L dwarf activity sample. Fifteen L dwarfs have two detections of Hα in emission.
Where the detections differ in activity strength, we use the lower detection because our goal is to examine quiescent emission and some higher detections may have been made during flares.
The multiple detections can also be used to roughly characterize variability. The twelve L dwarfs with multiple upper limits and no detections are classified as non-variable because their emission did not become sufficiently strong for detection. Similarly, the five L dwarfs with an upper limit higher than a reported detection show no evidence of variability. For the 21 L dwarfs with multiple detections or an upper limit lower than a reported detection, we calculate both the normalized standard deviation (σ Hα / Hα ) and the fractional variability (the total range of EW Hα divided by the minimum EW Hα). We classify the fifteen L dwarfs with fractional variability more than one as variable L dwarfs (as noted in Table 6 ).
Of all L dwarfs observed multiple times, 39% are variable according to this definition. If we only include active L dwarfs with more than one Hα detection, 47% of those are variable. While these numbers only represent a rough estimate of the fraction of L dwarfs showing significant variability, it is a smaller then the ∼60% of active M dwarfs that have been found variable (Lee et al. 2010; Bell et al. 2012) . The strength of variability and the fraction of variable L dwarfs shows no dependence on activity strength or on spectral type.
For each L dwarf, we recalculated the log(L Hα /L bol ) based on the published EW and the χ factors from Schmidt et al. (2014) , which are higher than previous calculations of the χ factor (e.g., . The activity strengths of some L dwarfs are therefore larger than previously reported values. The resulting log(L Hα /L bol ) values are given in Table 6 and shown in Figure 7 . The median activity strength is also shown compared to the M dwarf activity in Figure 6 . The The minimum and maximum (light grey bars), the interquartile range (dark grey bars) and median values (black circles) are shown. The upper envelope of the M0-M6 spectral type bins is likely affected by the serendipitous detection of Hα emission during flares, an effect that is most noticeable for M2-M4 dwarfs where strong flares are common. In these bins, the strongest detections overestimate the Hα range observed in quiescence. The dashed red line shows the effective lower limit of detection for SDSS data (based on the 0.75Å Hα EW threshold; one L2 dwarf from the non-SDSS portion of the L activity sample falls below the limit). The Mohanty et al. (2002) threshold is also shown (vertical purple dashed line), see Section 7.3. median activity strength of L dwarfs decreases from log(L Hα /L bol ) = −5 (L0) to −5.7 (L3).
The L5 dwarfs show a higher level of activity compared to the earlier-L dwarfs. 2MASS 01443536−0716142 was observed to be active only during a short series of observations classified as a flare (the value shown in Figure 7 is the minimum measured value from that flare; Liebert et al. 2003) , and the high level of activity in 2MASS J1315−2649 has been discussed by Gizis (2002) , Hall (2002) and Burgasser et al. (2011) . LHS 102B shows weaker emission than the other two L5 dwarfs, and is closer to the activity strength that would be expected if the decline with spectral type extends through mid-L dwarfs.
The L dwarf activity sample contains a heterogeneous mix of data from different surveys with varying S/N. To obtain a rough fraction of active dwarfs for this sample, we adapted the criteria described in Section 5.1 to use only the given detections and upper limits. We defined active dwarfs as those with Hα EW > 0.75Å and inactive dwarfs as those with upper limits (non-detections) of Hα EW ≤ 0.75Å. This approach ignores high upper limits (which do not place strong constraints on the Hα emission) and weak detections (to allow a relatively uniform lower limit). The L dwarf activity fraction calculated using these criteria is shown in Figure 5 . The L dwarf activity sample does include data from the BUD L dwarfs, which make up 21% of the total sample.
The L dwarf activity sample fractions agree with those solely based on the BUD L dwarfs, showing a decline from ∼90% at L0 to ∼60% at L3. The activity fractions for the L4 (33%) and L5 (50%) dwarfs are smaller, indicating the fraction of L dwarfs with Hα emission continues to decrease. It is remarkable, however, that of the 84 L0-L5 dwarfs included in the activity fraction calculation, 54 (64%) are active. Previous results indicated a sharp decline from late-M dwarfs to an absence of activity in mid-L dwarfs (e.g., Gizis et al. 2000; Schmidt et al. 2007; , but that result was likely an effect of smaller numbers or low S/N in the region surrounding Hα. While no activity is currently observed on L6-L8 dwarfs, that may be due to the small number of late-L dwarf spectra with sufficient S/N to detect Hα emission.
THE TEMPERATURE STRUCTURE OF A QUIET CHROMOSPHERE
To characterize the chromospheres that give rise to the Hα emission described in Section 5, we adopted the approach that has been used previously to investigate the chromospheres of M dwarfs (e.g., Fuhrmeister et al. 2005; Walkowicz & Hawley 2009 ), using a one-dimensional approximation of the chromosphere (temperature as a function of column mass) to generate the Hα emission. That Hα emission in linear combination with the photospheric emission produces the observed spectrum of an active star or brown dwarf.
The use of one-dimensional stellar atmospheres includes two main assumptions: 1) the temperature structure at each point on the surface of the star is either low (photospheric) or high (chromospheric) and 2) the chromosphere is well modeled by a single temperature distribution as a function of column mass. The first assumption has a basis in stellar bifurcation (Ayres 1981 ); Table 6 , are both shown. Bottom panel: Activity strength of Hα detections only (smaller black circles), with half spectral types rounded down. For each spectral type bin (L4 and L5 are treated as a single bin) the full range of detections (light grey bar), the inter-quartile range (medium grey bar) and the median (larger dark grey circle) are shown, corresponding to the values shown in Figure 6 and used in Section 7. In both panels, the values corresponding to the SDSS Hα detection limit of EW≥ 0.75Å are shown (red dashed line).
any material not heated to chromospheric temperatures will quickly cool to photospheric temperatures. The second assumption is an over-simplification, but our Hα data alone cannot place meaningful constraints on lateral inhomogeneity, i.e., a chromosphere that changes temperature distribution as a function of atmospheric height over its spatial extent. Multiple emission lines are needed to characterize a multi-component chromosphere (e.g., Walkowicz 2008).
Constructing Model Atmospheres
We adopt the photospheric temperature structure of the BT-Settl models (Allard et al. 2011) , which were generated with the LTE radiative transfer code Phoenix (Hauschildt et al. 1999 ). These models include a treatment of mixing and convection due to the sedimentation of the dust clouds that are common in L dwarf atmo- spheres. Additionally, the BT-Settl grid is continuous over the transition from M to L dwarf atmospheres (and beyond; the grid ranges from T eff = 100, 000 K to T eff = 400 K). While the models also include 5.5 >log(g)> −0.5 and 0.5 >[M/H]> −1.5, for our initial investigation we assume a single log(g) = 5.0 and [M/H] = 0.0. To explore a range of M and L dwarfs, we select photospheres with five different representative effective temperatures, T eff = 1400, 1900, 2400, 2900, and 3400 K, roughly corresponding to L7, L3, M8, M4, and M0 dwarfs respectively (Stephens et al. 2009; Rajpurohit et al. 2013 ).
For each model, we replaced the temperature in the outer atmosphere with a chromospheric temperature structure consisting of two components, each modeled by a linear increase in temperature with the log of column mass (log(m col )). Figure 8 illustrates these components, which are characterized by the positions of the start of the chromospheric temperature rise (A), the chromosphere break 11 (B), and the start of the transition region (C). This chromospheric temperature structure is based on previous model chromospheres of M dwarfs (e.g., Fuhrmeister et al. 2005; Walkowicz 2008) which are analogs of solar chromosphere models (e.g., Vernazza et al. 1981) .
We produced a grid of model atmospheres by changing the locations (A, B, C) in log(m col ) and temperature. The location of the base of the chromosphere (A in Figure 8 ) has no effect on the Hα flux; the material is too cool to emit or absorb at the Hα transition except in the hottest T eff models. In those hot models, the added Hα emission is small compared to the observed range of Hα emission. Because changing the base of the chromosphere has little effect on the Hα emission, we fixed the base of the chromosphere at log(m col ) = 0.5 g cm −2 for all models, a value where there is little contribution to Hα even for the hotter T eff models 12 . The position of the start of the transition region (C in Figure 8 ) in both temperature and log(m col ) has little effect on the Hα flux. That material is too diffuse to produce a significant amount of Hα emission compared to material deeper in the atmosphere. We fixed the beginning of the transition region at T= 10, 000 K and log(m col ) = −5.5 g cm −2 and included an increase to T= 19, 000 K between log(m col ) = −5.5 and −5.6 g cm −2 to mimic the beginning of the transition region (following the prescriptions of Fuhrmeister et al. 2005; Walkowicz 2008 , for earlier type M dwarfs).
The position of the chromosphere break (B in Figure 8 ) has a large and direct effect on the Hα flux. Material at T∼ 8000 K produces significant emission, due primarily to the high fractional ionization of hydrogen at T∼ 8000 K (e.g., Cram & Mullan 1979) . Varying the log(m col ) at which the chromosphere reaches T= 8000 K results in models with a large range of Hα flux to compare with the data. We produced our grid of chromospheres by varying the location in log(m col ) of the chromosphere break from −5 to −2 g cm −2 . Moving the chromosphere break deeper in the atmosphere (towards log(m col )∼ −2 g cm −2 ) creates a hotter chromosphere due to the higher density of hot (T∼ 8000 K) material; cooler chromospheres (chromosphere breaks closer to log(m col )∼ −5 g cm −2 ) have a lower density of material heated to T= 8000 K. The grid of these 13 different chromospheres attached to five different underlying photospheres is shown in the left panel of Figure 9 .
6.2. Using Chromospheric Models to Calculate Activity Strength The output Hα flux for each atmosphere model was calculated using the RH radiative transfer code (Uitenbroek 2001) . RH is based on the Multilevel Accelerated Lambda Iteration (MALI) formalism of Rybicki & Hummer (1991) .
Lambda Iteration is a method of treating non-LTE (local thermal equilibrium) effects by iteratively calculating the radiation field (based on local populations) and the local populations (which in turn depend upon the radiation field). This process is repeated until the relative change between iterations is less than 0.01 for both the populations and output radiation field.
To calculate the radiation field, RH relies upon the formalism of Partial Redistribution (PRD), which allows the optically thick cores of lines to be in LTE, but treats the NLTE effects of coherent scattering in the optically thin line wings. PRD has been demonstrated to greatly speed the convergence of MALI on a final solution (e.g. Paletou 1995) . During the calculations, one atom is solved in detail, while the rest are treated as background opacity. RH has been implemented with one-, two-and three-dimensional geometries, with the complexities of multidimensional modeling made possible by 12 The temperature at the start of the chromosphere is given by the temperature of the photosphere model at this log(m col ).
the speed of PRD iterations, but is limited to considering a static system rather than computing the full magnetohydrodynamics of the chromosphere.
To model the Hα flux for cool and ultracool dwarfs, we used one-dimensional geometry and a six-level hydrogen atom. As discussed above, limiting the calculations to one dimension simplifies the likely complex structure of the chromosphere over the stellar surface. The model is also static and does not include the heating mechanisms that shape the chromosphere temperature structure as a function of height.
For each model, the RH output spectrum provides the flux at the stellar surface. We measured the Hα surface flux from the output spectrum by integrating the flux (above the continuum) from 6540Å to 6586Å. This relatively large wavelength range was required by the hottest model chromospheres, where the resulting emission lines were quite broad. The resulting Hα surface fluxes are shown in the right panel of Figure 9 . The strength of the line flux over the range of T eff depends primarily on the position of the chromosphere break, so the Hα surface flux is relatively constant as a function of photosphere T eff . The exceptions to constant Hα surface flux are due to absorption in the lower chromosphere.
For early-to mid-M dwarfs, cooler chromospheres result in Hα absorption rather than emission. The absorption originates in the lower chromosphere, where it is hot enough to populate the n = 2 level of hydrogen, but the level population is not collisionally dominated (as it is near the chromosphere break, Cram & Mullan 1979; Robinson et al. 1990 ). In our models, the coolest two chromospheres for the T eff = 3400 K photosphere and the coolest chromosphere on the T eff = 2900 K photosphere show absorption, not emission. This absorption also decreases the total Hα surface flux from the hottest chromospheres, causing the slight decline shown in Figure 9 . The cooler photosphere models also have cooler lower chromospheres so do not populate enough of the n = 2 level for absorption.
The model flux can be compared to the observed Hα emission if we estimate the chromospheric filling factor (surface coverage). We used a range of filling factors and estimated the bolometric fluxes based on the model T eff (as discussed in Appendix A) to obtain log(L Hα /L bol ). The results are shown in Figure 10 for each T eff , chromosphere break, and a range of chromospheric filling factors from 3×10 −7 to 1.0. The Hα emission strength declines with cooler chromospheric temperatures and smaller filling factors. Additionally, the strength of emission produced at the same chromosphere break and chromospheric filling factor declines for hotter photospheric temperatures. For example, the hottest chromosphere with a chromospheric filling factor of 0.01 produces log(L Hα/ L bol ) ∼ −2 for T eff = 1400K and log(L Hα /L bol ) ∼ −4 for T eff = 3400K. As the line flux remains nearly constant for the different values of T eff (see Figure 9 ) in our models, this effect is primarily due to the decrease in bolometric luminosity for the cooler objects. The ratio between the line luminosity and the total luminosity calculated based on the grid of models increases rather sharply for these cool objects because their total luminosity decreases, not because of the increased line flux. 
CHROMOSPHERES OF M AND L DWARFS
In the previous two sections, we characterized the activity strength of M and L dwarfs based on both observations and a suite of chromosphere models. Figure 11 displays the comparison of log(L Hα /L bol ) generated from the full range of chromospheres on the T eff = 2400 K model and the M8 data. We show the ranges of chromospheric filling factor and log(m col ) of the chromosphere break where the model and data overlap. The allowed filling factors for the observed range of Hα emission for M8 dwarfs range from 10 −4 to 1, but the specific value of filling factor depends on chromosphere temperature structure. Because the cooler chromospheres have less Hα surface flux, they must cover a larger fraction of the surface to produce the same total activity strength as the hotter chromospheres. Without independent constraints on the chromosphere temperature structure or the filling factor, we can only examine the range of both.
The range of filling factors and chromosphere temperature structures consistent with the data changes over the entire M and L spectral classes. To examine the chromospheres for M and L dwarfs, we used the same comparison of models and data as described for the M8 dwarfs above. To account for the biases described in Section 5.1, we adopted two slightly different sets of data-based comparison values, shown in Figure 12 . The first set of values ("data") are taken directly from the log(L Hα /L bol ) as a function of spectral type shown in Figure 6 . The second set of values ("test") are based on that data but were modified to examine the effects of observational biases (discussed further in Sections 7.1 and 7.2). For the "test" values, the minimum activity strengths for M0 and M4 were reduced to include possible emission below the Hα EW≥0.75Å limit, while the maximum value of the M4 bin was reduced as the strongest Hα emission could be due to flares rather than quiescent emission. An estimate of L7 activity strength was also added to the "test" values, selected based on the observed upper limits for emission. Figure 13 presents the results of comparing the "data" and "test" values with the models shown in Figure 10 . As for the M8 data and the T eff = 2400 K models (shown in Figure 11 ), we marked the combinations of chromosphere break and filling factor consistent with the full range of data as well as the combinations that match with the inter-quartile range. For each spectral type/T eff , there is a spread of 3-4 orders of magnitude in filling factor over the full range of chromosphere models examined. The only chromosphere models entirely inconsistent with the observed values are the coolest models on the M0/T eff = 3400 K photosphere.
For each single model (fixing both T eff and chromosphere break), a filling factor variation of 1-2 orders of magnitude will produce the observed range of activity range at each spectral type. At fixed filling factor, the same activity range covers many different chromosphere breaks. There is a trend with spectral type/T eff : the early-M dwarf chromospheres are generally more extended and/or hotter than those of late-M dwarfs, which also have more extended and/or hotter chromospheres than L dwarfs. The differences between the "test" and "data" values are small. In the "data" results, the M0 and M4 overlap more in filling factor and chromosphere break, while the M8 dwarfs were produced by cooler or less extended chromospheres. In the "test" results, the M0 and M4 overlap, instead showing a gradual change over the M spectral type. In the next three subsections, we discuss these results in detail. When considering Hα emission across the M spectral subclasses, it is important to consider both the fraction of active M dwarfs and the strength of observed emission. As shown in Figure 5 , the fraction of M0 and M4 dwarfs that posses Hα emission (with EW> 0.75Å) is 2% and 12%, respectively, compared to 80% for M8 dwarfs. The fractions of active M0-M4 dwarfs are likely to be higher than these observations indicate due primarily to the exclusion of Hα absorption as a chromosphere tracer in this dataset. As discussed in Section 6.2, a cooler chromosphere on an early-M dwarf will produce absorption, while cooler chromospheres on late-M and L dwarfs show weak emission. We do not present the models consistent with Hα absorption because activity strength cannot be quantified with the L Hα /L bol metric for absorption.
The detection of M0 and M4 dwarfs with Hα absorption provides an interesting constraint on the chromosphere breaks of M0 and M4 dwarfs. Hα absorption is produced by models of M0 dwarfs with a chromosphere break of log(m col ) < −4 g cm −2 and M4 dwarfs with a chromosphere break of log(m col ) < −4.5 g cm −2 . Thus, some fraction of early-to mid-M dwarfs must have cooler chromospheres to produce the observed Hα absorption. These stars are excluded from the SDSS Hα emission data, while ultracool dwarfs with similarly cool chromospheres would be included. More generally, this result also indicates that there is some variation in the chromosphere temperature structure; variations between emission strength within a spectral type are not due only to differences in filling factor.
The comparison of the data and test values (shown in Figure 12 ) to the models (Figure 13) show the changes in M dwarf chromospheres with spectral type. The data values of chromosphere break and filling factor overlap for M0 and M4 dwarfs, in part due to the large range of M4 Hα emission. The M8 filling factors are typically an order of magnitude smaller than for the earlier M dwarfs. When the M0 and M4 values are adjusted downward in the "test" set (to include weak Hα emission and exclude flares), the M dwarf chromospheres have similar ranges of chromosphere break and filling factor and display a smooth progression with spectral type. Initial measurements of late-M dwarf magnetic fields show that they are similar in strength to those of early-to mid-M dwarfs (e.g., . The model chromosphere results suggest that the heating of late-M dwarf chromospheres remains strong and is comparable to the earlier M dwarfs.
The Chromospheres of L dwarfs
The fraction of L3 dwarfs with Hα emission > 0.75Å is relatively unconstrained, but likely to be over 50% (Figure 5) . The median activity strength falls close to the 0.75Å limit, so it is possible that the fraction is an un- Figure 12 , illustrating the models that best match the values adopted from the Hα emission data. The right panel corresponds to the right panel of Figure 12 , showing the models that best match the "test" values adopted to examine the effect of the biases (e.g., inclusion of serendipitous flare emission from M4 dwarfs and the Hα detection limit in SDSS) described further in Section 7.
derestimate of the total number of mid-L dwarfs with chromospheres (excluding weakly active L3 dwarfs, see Figure 7 ). As shown in Figure 13 , the chromospheres of the observed L3 dwarfs cover significantly less of the surface (at the same chromosphere break, 10 times smaller) or are much cooler (at similar filling factors, a change of −2 in the log(m col ) of the chromosphere break) than M8 dwarfs, indicating a shift in the chromospheric structure between late-M and early-L dwarfs. The shift is slightly larger for the test values, where the L3 range was adjusted to include possible weaker emission falling beneath the detection limit. There are no direct measurements of the magnetic fields generated in L3 dwarfs, but the few early-L dwarfs with detectable X-ray (Audard et al. 2007 ) and radio (Hallinan et al. 2008; Williams et al. 2014 ) emission suggest their surface magnetic fields are similar to those found on late-M dwarfs. If the magnetic fields are similar, then the significant difference in the average chromosphere temperature structure and/or filling factor between M8 and L3 dwarfs may be due to less efficient chromospheric heating.
Beyond spectral type L3, there are only four detections of Hα emission from L dwarfs. Many L dwarfs have optical spectra covering that region; there are 10 upper limits at or below the SDSS cutoff of 0.75Å and 45 higher upper limits (due to the faintness of the continuum in that region, it is difficult to obtain sufficient S/N). There are a handful of upper limits sufficiently low to indicate the absence of a chromosphere (e.g., <0.2Å upper limits from , but if the activity strength continues its decline with respect to spectral type, the median activity level for late-L dwarfs would fall at or below the 0.75Å limit. We examined models consistent with a low activity strength level for L7 dwarfs, as shown in the test values of Figure 12 . If L7 dwarfs do have Hα emission, it is generated in a chromosphere covering a very small fraction of the surface (filling factors of < 10 −4 ).
7.3. Discussion The total picture of activity on M and L dwarfs is complex. Each spectral type bin from M0 to L5 includes a wide range of observed activity strength (including both those without detected Hα emission and measurements spanning one to two orders of magnitude), while L6-L8 dwarfs have either very weak or no activity. The fraction of dwarfs with observed Hα emission increases from 2% at M0 to 90% at L0, then declines to 50% at L5. Activity strength, which is constant for M0-M4 dwarfs at log(L Hα /L bol )∼ −3.8, declines to log(L Hα /L bol )= −5.7 at spectral type L3. The range of chromospheres that produce the observed activity strength is similar for M0-M8 dwarfs, but the chromospheres consistent with the Hα observed from L3 dwarfs are much cooler and/or less extended. Based on the results of , we know that the increase in activity fraction through the M spectral type range is due to the changing relationship between mass, age, and activity. The reason for the decline in activity for L dwarfs is instead due to the decreasing ionization in the cool photospheres. While extremely weak activity on L6-L8 dwarfs is indistinguishable from no activity at the resolution of our spectroscopic sample, the two scenarios represent distinct physical situations. Mohanty et al. (2002) described the interaction between surface magnetic fields and chromospheres on ultracool dwarfs using the magnetic Reynolds number (R m ), which quantifies the resistivity of the gas to interaction with the magnetic field. A R m <1 indicates there is too much resistivity for magnetic fields to be important in fluid motions, so magnetic heating in a plasma with R m <1 is depressed. R m changes with atmospheric height, and Mohanty et al. (2002) calculated the average R m for the atmospheres of T eff = 1500 K to 3000 K throughout the atmosphere. R m numbers are well below one at the surface for atmospheres of T eff < 2300 K (spectral types M9/L0 and later), and R m is only larger than one deep into or below the photosphere (τ > 2 or log(col. mass) > 0.2). In Figures 5 and 6 , we show this T eff < 2300 K threshold compared to the activity fraction and activity strength as a function of spectral type.
When interpreted in the context of previous data (which showed a decreasing activity fraction for M8 and later spectral types, e.g., Gizis et al. 2000) , the T eff < 2300 K limit suggests that activity was not possible in L dwarfs. However, our data and chromosphere models discussed above indicate that the consequence of lower R m numbers in the photospheres of L dwarfs is a chromosphere with a smaller filling factor and cooler chromospheric break (see Section 7.2). If the R m calculations are correct for average L dwarf parameters, four likely possibilities for activity on L dwarfs include: 1) a localized increase in the magnetic field (e.g., a dwarf with a non-axisymmetric field with significant spatial variation; Morin et al. 2010) ; 2) localized backwarming due to patchy clouds (common at the L/T transition; e.g., Marley et al. 2010; Radigan et al. 2012) , which heats a small portion of the surface and temporarily increases ionization allowing more efficient magnetic heating; 3) the creation of buoyant flux tubes from interactions between the magnetic field and the hotter, more ionized plasma further under the surface (Mohanty et al. 2002) ; or 4) heating the chromosphere from auroral interactions in the upper atmosphere (e.g., Hallinan et al. 2008; Berger et al. 2009 ).
Additionally, the Mohanty et al. (2002) calculations assumed that the charged particles in cool atmospheres are produced only from atomic ionization and ignored the effects of dust. Helling et al. (2011b Helling et al. ( ,a, 2013 explore the interaction between ionized dust particles in brown dwarfs and planetary atmospheres. Dust can interact to form temporary "streamers" which ionize the surrounding medium. While these "streamers" likely dissipate on timescales of minutes to hours, it is possible that this mechanism is important in the generation of transient chromospheric features on L dwarfs.
SUMMARY
In this paper, we outlined the selection of the BUD sample, 11,820 M and L dwarfs drawn from the spectroscopic data taken as part of SDSS DR7 and BOSS. The majority of these ultracool dwarfs have photometric data from SDSS, 2MASS, and WISE, enabling a full investigation of their colors. As discussed in S10, i − z and z − J show clear relations with spectral type (T eff ) for late-M and early-L dwarfs. 2MASS and WISE colors have a weaker dependence on spectral type for these late-M and early-L dwarfs. We also present an extension of the Davenport et al. (2014) SDSS-2MASS-WISE color locus as a function of i − J color, from i − J =2.8 to 4.9.
Using the spectroscopic data from BOSS combined with previous observations of M and L dwarfs, we examined the Hα emission line across the M/L spectral sequence. We find that the fraction of active dwarfs increases from early-M to early-L spectral types. There are not sufficient data to determine if the activity fraction shows a steady or sharp decline from early-L to late-L spectral types and decreases at later spectral types. Activity strength, characterized by log(L Hα /L bol ), begins to decline at M4 and continues to decrease until spectral type L3. After the L3 spectral subclass, the median activity strength may continue to decline below our detection limit, or activity may simply not be present in the majority of mid-and late-L dwarfs.
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CONVERTING MODELED QUANTITIES TO OBSERVED VALUES
For comparison of the model output with observations, we chose to convert Hα line flux to log(L Hα /L bol ). As the ratio of two luminosities, log(L Hα /L bol ) has the advantage of not being dependent on the radius of each star or brown dwarf (radii are poorly known for M and L dwarfs, especially over a range of magnetic activity, e.g., Kraus et al. 2011) .
L Hα /L bol can be calculated from model parameters using:
where L Hα is the luminosity in the Hα line, L bol is the bolometric luminosity, F Hα is the flux in the Hα line, f is the chromospheric filling factor and R is the stellar radius. We can estimate the bolometric luminosity based on the thermal emission for the star or brown dwarf's effective temperature and radius:
where σ is the Stephan-Boltzmann constant. This approach includes the assumption that non-thermal contributions to the luminosity are negligible. To test this assumption and estimate the non-thermal contribution, we assume that the non-thermal flux can be estimated by combining the contribution from the luminosity of Hα, the radio luminosity, the UV luminosity, and the X-ray luminosity:
and adopt characteristic values for each of these based on detections from and Berger et al. (2010, and references 
−5 , and L X = L bol × 10 −4 . This calculation results in an upper limit of
which is a 0.02% non-thermal contribution to the bolometric luminosity. This result indicates that L bol ≈ L thermal is a reasonably accurate assumption, so we calculate the strength of Hα using T eff instead of explicitly estimating R or
Each photospheric model is generated for a specific T eff , and it is straightforward to explore the effects of varying a single parameter rather than both radius and luminosity. The uncertainties in the final calculation are characterized by varying T eff by ±200K; this dispersion is greater than the 0.02% uncertainty from the non-thermal contribution to the bolometric luminosity and also characteristic of the uncertainty assigned to T eff for a particular spectral type. 
